
  



  

On the horse and at the computer : 
For the outside eye, the horsey feedback and the scenic choices : 

Worldwidewestern is part of a series of  « digital theatre » projects set up byRaphaël GOUISSET.

Running time : 55 min — for all ages  — 2 to 3 people on the road — price : please contact us.

Raphaël GOUISSET : raphael@lesparticules.org and 0033 6 70 74 01 77.

 
      https://www.lesparticules.org/worldwidewestern/

http://www.theatrenumerique.fr
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http://www.ppcmart.fr/diaporamas/WWW/couleurs/index.html
http://www.cco-villeurbanne.org/accueil/
mailto:raphael%40lesparticules.org?subject=Worldwidewestern%20-%20full%20recording


To start of with it is the longing to create a solo.
It is the fascination for the squinty-eyed looks of the cowboys. It is the nice memories that 

have left me the novel Faillir être flingué by Céline Minard. It is because I am a geek. 

And then it is the actor wishing to liven up the stage. Alone. At all costs.
On a one to one with my computer, a personal screen that allows me to travel through 
my Western.
I give life to myself…it means that I bring along with me, on stage, the props needed 
to create my visions, my fantasies. Some of these props are objects, some tiny trea-
sures from the Far West that I have compiled over the years. Others are suggested 
by Marie ROUGE and lead me to unknown territories. The other props are the ones 
that I find on the web (songs, images, blogs, Google maps, etc) and they are all tools 
through which I can build on my visions. To summarise, I consider that a chequered 
shirt, some good jeans, a harmonica, a computer in good state and a not too slow 
Internet connection are the basic ingredients for this stage trip.
I like being this lonely cowboy who drags his boots on the Web and in its living 
room…. I build the story and I am the hero. A little bit like when I was a kid, ben-
ding over my Lego box, or in the garden, alone, rolling about while avoiding imagi-
nary gunshots. Well, here it is the same and on top we have since invented the Net. 
The Internet is a big toy box. 

On a table you see my computer connected to the net and I only need to connect it a 
video projector so that you can follow my digital trip, the characters I meet and the 
ideas I collect.
The soundtrack ? It’s me who controls it through the computer, as I ride along.
And on some shelves, Marie and I have placed some relics from the Far West. A 
lasso, a bandana, a bottle, and some feathers…only some tar is missing.



I do not have a horse, there is no Indian gang waiting for me with a knife in 
between their teeth, I have no pretty French cancan dancer to shag, there is 
no dust and even less of a diligence.
Ok.
And so what ?
Anyway I find them all on the Web and I only need to stare at them intensi-
vely to give them a little bit of life.
My Western is nothing else than a ritual to which I invite the spectators to 
assist. It is a trance composed of shortcuts and rides with no horses. It is a 
ritual to expel my frustration of not having ever shattered a wooden stool 
on the back of a drunken cowboy.
Marie Rouge gives feedback and takes her notebook and her pencil to gently 
guide the lonely poor cowboys that I pretend to be.

Set up time + dress rehearseal = 6h
Get-out = 1h

Technical requirements :
- Access to a cable internet connection (RJ45). We have the necessary cable 
lenght to arrive to the router of venue. If there is only wifi access, please 
contact us.
- Stage dimensions : 6m x 4m minimum.
- 1 video projecteur with VGA or HDMI connection. 3000 lumens min.
- White screen (4m x 3m if VGA, 4.50m x 2.53m or 3.55m x 2m if HDMI) 
Or clean white wall at the back of the performing space, for the video pro-
jection.
- Computer (brought by the company) to be connected to the venue’s P.A 
system with a mini-jack cable or RCA.
- Furniture : 1 table, 1 low table, 2 chairs (or 1 chair + 1 armchair), 1 railclo-
thes. I.e. here.

Download the detailed lighting plan. Lighting and sound are very simple 
and could be run by the technicien on site.

https://www.lesparticules.org/raphael/worldwidewestern/technique/Particules_Worldwidewestern_mobilier.jpg
https://www.lesparticules.org/raphael/worldwidewestern/technique/Particules_Worldwidewestern_fiche_tech_EN.pdf


La Manufacture CDN de Nancy-Lorraine, FR
Voilà Europe Festival (London, GB)
Gaîté Lyrique (Paris, FR)
Lavoir Public (Lyon, FR)
Théâtre de l'Astrée (Villeurbanne, FR)
Festival Dehors! (Portes-lès-Valence, FR)
Bal des Fringants (Lyon, FR)

L’Est Républicain, 14 avril 2018, Lysianne Ganousse
[…] Worldwidewestern est la démonstration faîte homme (et machine !) que 
théâtre et numérique peuvent faire alliance pour le meilleur du spectacle. 

Sceneweb, 16 avril 2018, Anaïs Heluin
[…] De l’interrogation sur nos manières d’habiter le monde, centrale égale-
ment dans l’étonnant Worldwidewestern […] Grâce à Youtube, Facebook et 
autres interfaces, Raphaël Gouisset revisite toutes les scènes incontournables 
des westerns avec humour et sans paroles.

Labo NRV, Les Subsistances, Lyon Célia Bonnet-Ligeon
[…] Ce que j’ai particulièrement aimé dans Worldwidewestern, c’est la mul-
titude d’outils déployés pour quelque chose d’aussi futile que le jeu d’un gars 
qui s’ennuie chez lui. Et, de là, comment le recours aux sources diverses vont 
construire une narration sur scène et pour le public, parce que nous sommes 
familiers de toutes les techniques utilisées en ligne.

Les Ouvreuses, 18 novembre 2017
Certes, il n’y a pas de […] Far West ! Mais il y a un écran, un ordinateur, et 
une mise en scène remarquable… On s’y croirait!



FOR   YOU     AND ONLY FOR   YOU
https://www.google.fr/maps/place/Grand+Canyon+National+Park/@36.106965,-112.112997,3a,75y,266h,90t/data=!3m5!1e1!3m3!1s6SsCD7PiIU0AAAQ
ppQMRTQ!2e0!3e11!4m7!1m4!3m3!1s0x873312ae759b4d15:0x1f38a9bec9912029!2sGrand+Canyon+National+Park!3b1!3m1!1s0x873312ae759b4d15:0x
1f38a9bec9912029. That’s the way to the « Grand Canyon » in Arizona. Plan at least 4 ridding days from Sally’s saloon.
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http://media.ruedelafete.com/64238.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0SIizvT5Bk8


I create digital theater. Or theatricalise the digital. Whichever.
When I am not hiding behind my computer screen, I build theatrical worlds in which I can evolve. With a passion for dismantling computers and wandering 
endlessly on the Net, it makes sense for me to create digital theater. Or theatricalise the digital. Whichever. Using different forms, sometimes shows, sometimes 
performances, sometimes installations, I explore the stakes of current digital revolutions. I use the Internet on stage and give this medium a preponderant place 
in my dramaturgy.
For 2018/2019 and 2019/2020 I am an associate artist of the Manufacture Centre Dramatique National Nancy Lorraine.
I wrote and directed You Me Our Love and the Electronic Guy (YMOLEG), a telepresence play, performed simultaneously in two theatres, where actors use the 
Internet to communicate with each other. I have conceptualized and played in Robots, a conference-show on robotics in which performers share the stage with a 
robot. Currently I am working on my next creation entitled Je ne suis pas un Astronaute qui clashes conquête spatiale, problème écologique et sociologie pros-
pectiviste.
Finally I create with Benjamin VILLEMAGNE a performance entitled C.G.U. (Term of Services) in which we question the world of GAFAs.

I graduated from the Conservatoire de Villeurbanne (D.E.T.) and the Université Lumière Lyon 2 (Arts du Spectacle).
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